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INTRODUCTION

The UK coastline has the best offshore wind 
resource potential in Europe. In the past 
decade, offshore wind power capacity has 
increased sixfold, with nearly 14 GW installed 
and 50 GW expected by 20301. 
In Scottish waters alone, the last ScotWind leasing round 
pledged 27.6 GW of offshore wind capacity by 20452. However, 
the expansion of offshore wind power must be carefully 
balanced with the need to protect ocean ecology, heritage sites, 
and co-exist with other economic and social activities3. This is 
essential if the blue economy is to be a sustainable part of our 
shared future4. Another resource coinciding with wind is wave 
energy. Since the wind and waves are physically linked, wave 
energy can be thought of as a stored version of wind energy, 
providing a consistent stream of highly dense energy. The UK 
has the potential for 22 GW of wave energy with 6 GW expected 
by 20505.

Wind and wave resources coincide with one another and 
coordinated exploitation of these resources off the UK coastline 
can lead to: 

 ■ Optimum usage of the seabed enabling a higher extraction 
of energy per square kilometre.

 ■ System benefits such as energy security and achieving UK 
net-zero targets.

 ■ Economic benefits such as the creation of local jobs, local 
industry development, and supply chain development

 ■ Export opportunities enabling the UK to become a world 
leader in ocean energy technologies.

WES is leading the conversation with relevant stakeholders to 
further develop the opportunities to maximise these benefits. 
The overlapping of these energy extraction methods, with 
the best resource potential being in deep waters, presents a 
massive collaboration opportunity between the floating offshore 
wind and wave energy industries. By combining the benefits 
of these two technologies, it is possible to create a more 
reliable, resilient, and sustainable energy supply for the UK. 
The objective of this document is to develop understanding of 
the opportunity for integration of wind and wave generation, 
and to build consensus on the further study, collaboration and 
engagement required to move forward.Page 2

OBJECTIVE
Wave Energy Scotland (WES) wants to engage with the offshore wind sector to investigate opportunities for a closer collaboration 
between the wind and wave energy sectors. This document aims to start a conversation between these two sectors by introducing 
the potential opportunities for wind and wave co-location to maximise the energy harvested offshore. 



ROUTES TO INTEGRATION OF WIND AND WAVE

The WES program has successfully delivered two proof 
of concept technologies with clear routes to market: 
AWS6 and Mocean Energy7. 
The potential synergy between wind and wave energy designs is huge. 
There are two possible ways in which wind and wave can collaborate: 

 ■ Utilisation of space between floating offshore wind structures: 
This involves placing wave energy converters (WECs) in the spaces 
between floating offshore wind turbines. With wind turbines getting 
increasingly larger, so does the space between them. This presents 
a unique opportunity to harvest wave energy using this space. By 
sharing infrastructure (e.g., cables and sub-stations) as well as 
operation and maintenance services, both wind and wave energy can 
benefit from key cost reductions.

 ■ Utilisation of a modular versatile platform for wind or wave 
energy: The increasing size of wind turbines requires corresponding 
large floating support structures. The design of these platforms could 
share supply chain commonalities with a platform for multiple wave 
energy converters (WECs), leading to cost savings by sharing the 
supply chain. Such a multi-absorber platform could also share wind 
farm space.

The sharing of electrical transmission of wind and wave reduces variability 
and provides a higher base load to the grid. The combination of reduction 
in capital and operational expenditure, with the added benefit of improving 
the value of energy produced, makes this collaboration highly desirable.
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A LANDMARK TECHNO-ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT

Several studies8,9,10 have investigated the 
techno-economic benefits of combining 
floating offshore wind and wave systems. 
However, these studies have focused on fully integrated hybrid 
designs. During the high growth period of offshore wind, the 
perceived risk of adding such additional complexity to an 
already challenging build-out seems unlikely to be acceptable. 
Therefore, the goal should be to understand what benefits could 
be achieved from more palatable sharing scenarios.

WES recently commissioned OWC Ltd. to carry out a 
technoeconomic study into wind and wave sharing opportunities. 
The headline figures from the study are a potential Levelised 
Cost of Energy (LCOE) saving of up to 7% for wind developers 
and nearly 40% for wave energy developers, resulting in a 
combined total saving of up to 12%11. Most of these savings 
could be achieved through co-location and simple asset sharing, 
without the risk of full integration of hybrid platforms.

What was studied?
 ■ Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE): A total of 17 scenarios 

were evaluated, including baseline separate wind and wave 
projects. Simple sharing scenarios involved sharing of array 
resources, development, operation and maintenance as 
well as supply chain costs. More integrated studies looked 
at versatile platforms and shared ownership of the whole 
project.

 ■ Wider Benefits: The additional benefits from couplings 
were reviewed, such as the power profile smoothing from 
output coupling, load reduction on floating wind devices 
from strategic WEC placement and control, benefits to 
supply chain development, and the local socio-economic 
benefits to Scotland.

 ■ Economic Impact: The economic and social benefits to the 
Scottish economy and social impacts of each scenario were 
assessed.

 ■ Feasibility Assessment: The feasibility of each scenario, 
in terms of technology, regulatory, and financial constraints, 
was assessed.

What were the key findings? 
From a combined LCOE perspective, the majority of savings 
were achieved with shared electrical transmission and non-
asset-based sharing, which is excellent from a wind energy 
perspective as the benefits of collaboration can be achieved at a 
much lower technology risk. Breaking down the components of 
LCOE, the following observations were seen:

 ■ Development Expenditure: Sharing the site, such as shared 
consenting, surveys, modelling and seabed lease, can lead 
to significant reductions in expenditure.

 ■ Capital Expenditure: All sharing scenarios reduce the cost 
of floating wind, but the best options are achieved with 
shared assets.

 ■ Operational Expenditure: The cost reduces as the two 
projects become more shared, with the fully shared option 
reducing costs the most.

Future work 
The findings of the OWC study are very promising, but there is 
still considerable scope for further analysis. The opportunities 
for power smoothing to the grid and structural damping of 
floating wind structures are vast, and should be investigated 
further in separate, detailed studies. WES wishes to deliver 
further studies in partnership with other stakeholders.
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KEY AREAS OF CHALLENGE

The combination of these technologies  
will create new challenges.
These range from simple motivational challenges for the 
offshore wind sector, to more academic challenges associated 
with building novel structures and energy systems. From a 
business perspective, a roadmap for creating investable projects 
will need to be developed. From a governmental perspective, 
these projects would need to be enabled by modified leasing, 
consenting and permitting processes. 

Making the case for a wind/wave system  
to the floating wind sector:
Wave energy is a promising renewable energy source, but it 
is less developed than wind energy. Therefore, wave energy 
developers need to demonstrate that their technology can 
perform at a high level and is cost-competitive. Scottish 
technology developers, Mocean and AWS have successfully 
demonstrated large-scale technologies and are on the path to 
proving the viability of wave energy to other sectors. 

Proving the technology is feasible: 
The interaction between the two systems will need to be 
investigated to determine the spacing requirements for co-
location and the design requirements for multi-absorber 
platforms. A combination of numerical and physical models will 
need to be developed at different scales to facilitate design 
decisions that optimise these parameters. Additionally, the 
linking of electrical systems from two energy systems with 
different voltage requirements will also require its own analysis.

Business case and deployment opportunity:  
Investing in wave energy technologies is economically 
advantageous because it can help reduce the need for energy 
storage and make better use of space in the UK’s Exclusive 
Economic Zone (EEZ). There are several support mechanisms 
in place to encourage investment in wave energy technologies. 
Contracts for Difference (CfDs) can provide financial certainty 
to developers of wave energy projects by guaranteeing a fixed 
price for electricity. The Offshore Wind Sector Deal12 was a 
landmark moment for the future development of wind energy, 
aiming to bring innovation to the market, such as introducing 
more floating offshore wind, along with the potential for 
interconnection with wave energy. The deal also has a focus 
on educational diversity and backgrounds with different jobs in 
the offshore wind sector. This presents a unique opportunity to 
develop new supply chains with different jobs for wind and wave 
to collaborate on. This could allow the UK to become the most 
competitive supply chain in Europe, with the ability to export 
novel wind-wave infrastructure technologies.

Consenting and permitting:  
Shared projects will require consenting and permitting, which 
can be a time-consuming process. The Scottish Government 
has provided guidance on the consenting and licensing process 
for offshore wind and wave energy applications13,14. It involves 
a number of different steps, including an Environmental Impact 
Assessment, a Marine Licence, a Seabed Lease, and other 
licenses and consents. The specific requirements will vary 
depending on the project, but the overall process is likely to take 
several years. Some of the existing agreements may need to 
be reworked for co-location, but this is in line with the Scottish 
Government’s aim of collaborating with other sectors such as 
green hydrogen, battery energy storage, and aquaculture. A 
combined consenting process could be more efficient than two 
separate projects. However, given the relative maturities of the 
wind and wave energy industries, it is likely that early wind-wave 
projects would be retrofits, with fully shared projects following in 
future leasing rounds.
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POTENTIAL STAKEHOLDERS 

The stakeholders involved in a co-located wind-wave farm  
would have different interests and levels of influence. 
It is important to keep all stakeholders informed and satisfied in order to avoid conflict 
and ensure the smooth delivery of wind and wave projects.

Who are the stakeholders  
and why are they interested? 
Project developers have high influence and are responsible 
for designing, construction, financing, and operation. They are 
interested due to the potential for cost savings, and improved 
utilisation of assets.

Technology developers have high influence and offer 
consultancy and expertise to the project developers. They are 
interested in the potential to develop new intellectual property 
and tap into new markets.

Regulatory, political authorities and landowners ensure the 
development complies with all relevant regulations. They are 
interested in the potential to reduce the environmental impact, 
create jobs, and help the UK meet its climate targets.

Community and environmental groups will be affected by these 
new developments but will have little power over them. They 
are interested in local job creation and improvements to the 
environment from better utilisation of the land and renewable 
energy resource.  

Transmission operators are responsible for transporting 
electricity from the site to the grid. They are interested in the 
potential to improve the base load to the grid along with reduced 
grid pressure and utilisation improvements.

Industry and suppliers provide the materials and services for 
building and operation. They are interested in the potential to 
create new jobs, grow the supply chain and the opportunity to 
develop in the new emerging market of floating wind and wave.
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NEXT STEPS

WES activity has laid the foundation, we 
now wish to build constructive engagement 
between the two sectors.
Once we have agreed on a collaborative way forward, we 
can design further studies that address the concerns of 
stakeholders. This will allow us to build a roadmap to exploit this 
potentially significant opportunity for Scotland.
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Over the coming months, WES plans on delivering wind-wave 
themed workshops to foster this cross-sector engagement. 

If you would like to be involved or require more information, 
please contact:

Jonathan Hodges 
jonathan.hodges@waveenergyscotland.co.uk

Ieuan Collins 
ieuan.collins@waveenergyscotland.co.uk




